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existing commercial technology, and with new technology that is already well along in the 

developmental pipeline. The good news is that a combination of commercially proven and 

already emerging technology is available, and more than up to the job. Compliance with 

AB 32 does not have to be predicated on technology that may or may not become 

commercially available before 2020. Any new technological developments that can be 

brought to market will just be icing on the cake. 

Current and Future of the RPS Program 

In discussing the current state of California's RPS program, Attachment A of the Ruling 

states, on pgs. 4-5: "Forecasts show that IOUs are more or less on track to comply with 

RPS requirements through the 2010 target dates.'' A footnote acknowledges that ihe 

utilities' own procurement plans forecast achievement of the twenty percent renewables 

benchmark not by 20 10, but by 201 1 - 2012. In our opinion, neither of these posit ions is 

realistic. The GPI has consistently pointed out to the Commission that the utilities are 

currently on trajectories to reach the twenty percent benchmark by 20 13 at the earliest, 

and that achieving the benchmark by 2013 is far fiom assured. Moreover transmission, 

while a serious barrier, is by no means the only barrier to achieving the state's renewables 

goals. 

The recent Commission Decision on the IOUs' long-term procurement plans, D.07-12- 

052 in R. 16-12-013, expresses disappointment with the way that the utilities are 

implementing California's preferred resource loading order, as defined in the state% 

Energy Action plan.' We agree, and we caution the Commission against assuming that 

achievement of the twenty-percent renewables benchmark on time, or within a year 

thereof, is in any way likely to occur. The IOUs are not "more or less on track to comply 

with RPS requirements through the 2010 target dates.'' On the other hand, there are some 

encouraging signs that the utilities are beginning to improve their efforts to procure 

renewable resources. 

1 For example, page 3 of D.07-12-052 states: "Our analysis determined that all three LTPPs were deficient 
and spotty in regards to addressing filling their net short position with preferred resources from the EAP 
loading order." 
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